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THE ART OF FASHION ILLUSTRATION 

PART 1
 THE EMERGING MASTERS



London, England

Box Taylor Ånds it diٻcult to describe her technique. ¹It eventually emerges instinctively for 
everyone if  you do enough drawing,º she says. Taylor’s work can be identiÅed by her frequent 
use of  pastels—she prefers chalky ones such as charcoal and uses them to create contrast, 
incorporating the duality of  very light strokes and stronger lines throughout an image—and by 
her detailed background drawings. These two characteristics are not often seen in fashion il-
lustration. Unlike other illustrators who create their fashion silhouettes on a blank background, 
Taylor’s work always sets a scene. She attributes this to the fact that she didn’t train as a fashion 
illustrator. Her illustrations have a sense of  drama and narrative and capture a scene the way 
fashion photographs do. The setting suggests something beyond the clothing, and the models 
in her illustrations become characters. ¹I sketch out the whole composition and then focus on 
the person’s face, building the elements of  the drawing together—a mark on the dress here, a 
shadow on the tree there—like a painter, I guess.º

DEVELOPING HER OWN VISUAL 
LANGUAGE: ZOË TAYLOR

Pastels An illustration 
of  a Louis Vuitton SS12 
outÅt for an article in the 
column ¹In the Cutº for 
Anothermag.com.

Fashion illustration has somehow 
become this distinct category, but I just 
see it as another form of  illustration. 

Zoë Taylor’s work has appeared in various publications including the New Guardian, the 
Independent, Dazed and Confused, and Le Gun. She has been commissioned to design a series 
of  images to be printed on T-shirts, tote bags, and dresses for the Marc 2acobs fashion 
line, and has collaborated on a number of  projects with fashion designer Luella Bartley. 
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¹I draw full scenes and the drawings 
are tonal so the eٺect is a bit like look-
ing at photos or Ålm stills.º 

She says the hardest part is to make 
the drawings look spontaneous after 
all the planning and the stress of  a 
deadline. ¹I sometimes draw things 
thirty times over to try to get it right, 
and I usually start with the eyes.º 
She believes spontaneity is important 
in an illustration because if  you can 
see where an artist has struggled or 
labored with a drawing it brings atten-
tion to that and takes away from the 
overall eٺect of  the image. 

Over the years Taylor’s work has 
evolved to include more color, and 
often the clothing dictates her color 
choices—although she likes using very 
bright, intense colors in small patches. 
¹When I’m constructing scenes, I 
think about the colors I want in the 
background and how that would 
contrast with and complement the 
colors of  the clothes; occasionally 
that’s given me ideas about the kind 
of  landscape or interior I choose for 
the illustration.º 

Taylor’s home studio space, where she often works late into the night. 
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Good Advice
¹Fashion illustration has somehow 
become this distinct category, but I 
just see it as another form of  illustra-
tion. I’d like to see more narrative in 
fashion drawing. Stylists and photog-
raphers have so much fun hinting at 
characters and stories through fashion 
spreads, and anything is possible with 
drawing—you don’t have to worry 
about the budget and you can cast 
whoever you want.º 

Taylor recalls the advice she was 
given by her tutor, artist Andrzej 
3limowski, who passed it down from 
his tutor, famed poster designer Hen-
ryk Tomaszewski. ¹3limowski used to 
say ‘personal work is professional hy-
giene.’ If  you don’t keep making your 
own work along with your commis-
sions, your professional work becomes 
dull. That’s very true.º Taylor believes 
it’s important to look, read, and watch 
as much as possible. ¹Aou don’t need 
to worry about Åtting in with styles 
that are already out there—focus 
instead on developing your own visual 
language.º

Tweed A Zoë Taylor pastel on newsprint, an illustration of  a Prada SS12 outÅt for an article about 
Æoral appliquus in the column ¹In the Cutº for Anothermag.com. 



London, England

Masha 3arpushina works from home at a desk with ¹heaps of  material all around itº in a 
corner of  her living room dedicated to her work. A scene she says is not a pretty sight, but 
functional. It is here that she starts sketching. If  she is creating work for a client, she will send 
the sketch for approval and once it is approved, she will redraw that same image by tracing the 
outlines of  the image onto a better quality paper using a light box, and then add more details 
and make any small corrections. All corrections happen at the sketch stage, and once it is Ånal 
she will scan the image, clean it up digitally, and send it to the client. 

PERSISTENCE IS KEY TO 
SUCCESS: MASHA KARPUSHINA

Have a dream. Find the steps to get 
to that dream and make it happen. 
I think this pretty much sums up 
the way I try to lead my life now. 

London’s Masha 3arpushina proves that opportunity comes in many forms. Her Årst 
illustration job was for Duncan McNamara at East London’s streetwear fashion brand, 
Illustrated People. The job with Duncan started by coincidence. ¹At the time, I was 
working for a trendy French–Brazilian-owned club called Favela Chic in Shoreditch. 
For their Årst New Aear’s Eve party they wanted an extravagant invitation printed  
on a pair of  knickers,º recalls 3arpushina. ¹In Brazil, it’s considered good luck for 
the year to wear a new pair of  underwear on New Aear’s Eve.º She worked with 
McNamara on the invitation, and he oٺered her a job. She designed her Årst T-shirts 
for Illustrated People. ¹It was easy, fun, and really rewarding. There was no pressure, 
and the briefs were really loose, so essentially we could draw whatever we wanted. A 
dream job,º she says. 
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LA meets Cyber Beauty 
The client wanted palm trees 
in the image because they 
were part of  the inspiration 
for the collection. ¹Palm trees 
for me mean Los Angeles,—
the city I have been visiting 
on and oٺ for the past twenty 
years. I wanted the illustra-
tion to feel surreal, abstract, 
and beautiful at the same 
time,º says 3arpushina. 
Mashakarpushina.com.



August ¹CThis pieceE was about the world of  the real and surreal, the waking state and the sleep, our dreams, and realities. I used my two-year-old son’s drawings 
as part of  the collage to give it some young and pure energy,º 3arpushina says. Mashakarpushina.com.
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Good Advice
Like most beginning freelancers, 3arpushina says her 
biggest challenge was Ånding clients and knowing what to 
charge them. ¹Then I got an agent and learned, bit by bit, 
how to charge and the rates one can expect,º she adds. For 
illustrators who are just starting out, she says patience and 
persistence are key to succeeding, along with learning how 
to market yourself  and your work. She says her best advice 
comes from her dad. ¹Have a dream. Find the steps to 
get to that dream, and make it happen. I think this pretty 
much sums up the way I try to lead my life now.º

Although she’s had great success with illustration, work-
ing with brands such as All Saints, Armada Skis, and 
Illustrated People, 3arpushina has also taken time away 
from drawing. ¹My youngest son is just over two. Children 
change something. They make you really appreciate time 
so you work diٺerently.º

Meadow Print for Mrs Pomeranz Dress ¹Mrs Pomeranz is a company 
owned by a friend of  mine, Dasha, who asked me to draw this print for a summer 
dress they had in mind,º says Masha 3arpushina. Mashakarpushina.com.

Delirium Jacket ¹Armada Skis asked me to draw a black and white print 
for their skis. It was a success so we extended the same print to Åt a jacket,º 
3arpushina says. ¹The print itself  is a combination of  previously drawn 
artworks; it’s a kaleidoscope of  emotions.º Mashakarpushina.com.



London, England

Adriana 3rawcewicz says her style is constantly evolving and she Ånds it exciting to allow 
herself  to change as an artist. She describes her technique as a graphic playground of  
constructivism. Starting out as an illustrator she experimented with media, technique, and 
approach—a time she calls a roller coaster ride. Her work is known for its juxtaposition 
of  color and graphic elements. Although she feels more comfortable working in black and 
white, color brings out a dramatic eٺect in her pieces.

Draw, observe, and experiment.

CREATIVE INTERPRETATION: 
ADRIANA KRAWCEWICZ 

Poland-born and London-based illustrator Adriana 3rawcewicz feels fashion 
illustration is making a comeback. Unlike photography, she says an illustration has  
no limitations and therefore unending creative opportunities. 

She has also found that fashion illustration can go beyond a commercial, beauty 
image—she says it can be applied to many other creative Åelds such as fashion Ålms, 
editorials, and set design. This expanded vision has led to successes including creating 
murals for the fortieth anniversary exhibition of  makeup brand Cosmetics à La Carte 
in London, having an illustration retweeted by Chanel on Twitter, and starting a per-
sonal fashion blog of  street-style illustration called Line Hunter. 
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Illustration by Adriana 3rawcewicz 



InÛmences
When 3rawcewicz was eighteen years old and living in the 
United States she was greatly inspired by the U.S. fashion maga-
zines. ¹They really appealed to my sense of  creativity and made 
me look at illustration from a fashionable point of  view,º she says. 
She’s not a fan of  realistic illustrations of  models in garments. 
¹I personally Ånd them boring and lacking depth.º For her, a 
fashion illustrator’s role is to use creative interpretation and to 
leave realism to the photographers. The need to interpret fashion 
illustration in her own way was a process of  exploring that took 
years. In the beginning she says it was hard to pin down what the 
genre was really all about—is it a portrait or is it an illustration of  
a garment? But she experimented with media and technique and 
found her voice. 

Like many other fashion illustrators 3rawcewicz has been inÆu-
enced by Renu Gruau, whom she calls ¹the pioneer of  fashion 
illustration,º and designers 2ohn Galliano and Mary 3atrantzou, 
and illustrator Antonio Lopez.

Good Advice
¹Draw, observe, and experiment. I think technique and solid 
skills are the key to developing a signature style, and I truly 
believe in the power of  experience.º

Illustrations by Adriana 3rawcewicz.


